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1. INTRODUCTION
Let T # L(H) be a contraction in the Kre@$ n space H. In this paper an
operator W # L(G) in the Kre@$ n space G will be called a dilation of T if H
is a Kre@$ n subspace of G and PW=TP, where P is the orthogonal projec-
tion in G onto H, or equivalently, if we write G=H (GH), then
W=\TV
0
V+ : \
H
GH+ \
H
GH+ .
In the sequel we only consider dilations W # L(G) of T with the property
that the space GH is a Hilbert space. This is the case, for example, if the
dilation W is minimal, that is,
span[Wnh | h # H, n # N _ [0]]=G,
and isometric. A minimal isometric dilation of a contraction on a Kre@$ n
space H always exists and is unique up to an isomorphism which coincides
with the identity operator on H; see, for example, [DR].
We recall that the negative index h&(H) of a selfadjoint operator H # L(H)
in a Kre@$ n space H is defined as the supremum of all r # N such that there
exists a negative r_r matrix of the form
([Hfk , fj] H) rj, k=1 , f1 , ..., fr # H,
and h&(H)=0 if no such r exists. If H is a Hilbert space, then h&(H) is
the dimension of the negative spectral subspace of H. It is finite if and only
if the negative spectrum of H consists of a finite number of eigenvalues
counting multiplicities, and this number is h&(H).
Consider two contractions Tj # L(Hj) in Kre@$ n spaces Hj and two corre-
sponding isometric dilations Wj # L(Gj) with the property that Gj Hj are
Hilbert spaces, and denote by Pj the orthogonal projection in Gj onto Hj ,
j=1, 2. Let A # L(H1 , H2) be an operator such that AT1=T2 A. For
} # N _ [0] we define LIF}(A) as the set of all pairs (E, A ) consisting of
a W1-invariant subspace E of G1 with codim E=} and a contraction
A # L(E, G2) such that
A W1 |E=W2 A and P2 A =AP1 |E . (1.1)
Here E is endowed with the inner product of G1 and may be degenerate; we
say that A # L(E, G2) is a contraction if [A x, A x]G2[x, x]G1 , x # E. We
call A a lifting of A with finite defect }. The set LIF} (A) depends on the
operators Ti and its dilations Wi , i=1, 2, and so we should write
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LIF} (A, T1 , T2 , W1 , W2) instead of simply LIF} (A). When no confusion
can arise we use the simpler notation.
In this paper we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. For j=1, 2, assume that Tj # L(Hj) is a contraction in the
Kre@$ n space Hj and that Wj # L(Gj) is an isometric dilation of Tj such that
Gj  Hj is a Hilbert space. Let A # L(H1 , H2) be an operator such that
AT1=T2 A.
(a) If h&(I&A*A)=}, then LIF}(A){<. In fact, if h&(I&A*A)=},
then
(i) there exists a W1-invariant subspace E of G1 with codim E=}
such that AP1 | E # L(E, H2) is a contraction, and
(ii) for any such E, the set [A | (E, A ) # LIF} (A)] is nonempty and
convex.
(b) Conversely, if LIF} (A){<, then h&(I&A*A)}.
Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of a theorem due to J. A. Ball and
J. W. Helton [BH], who considered the case where H1 and H2 are Hilbert
spaces. Theorem 4.1 in [BH] reads: The set }n=0 LIFn(A) is nonempty if
and only if the negative spectral subspace of the operator I&A*A has dimen-
sion at most }. For }=0 this theorem reduces to the lifting theorem due
to D. Sarason [S] and B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias [SF]: LIF0(A) is non-
empty if and only if A is a contraction. For the history of this theorem we
refer to the book by C. Foias and A. Frazho [FF]. We note that even in
the Hilbert space case parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1 contain slightly
more specific information than available in [BH, Theorem 4.1].
If H1 and H2 are Kre@$ n spaces and A # L(H1 , H2) is a contraction,
M. A. Dritschel showed that LIF0(A){<; see [DR, Theorem 3.2.1], and
for alternative proofs see [M, DDMS]. Some variants of commutant lifting
for bicontractions in indefinite inner product spaces were proved earlier by
T. Constantinescu and A. Gheondea in [CG1, CG2].
In the first part [AADM] we proved Theorem 1.1 under certain extra
assumptions, using [DR, Theorem 3.2.1]. In the proof presented here we
do not invoke this theorem, the latter can now be seen as a special case of
Theorem 1.1. As in part I the proof of Theorem 1.1 is geometric and makes
use of an invariant subspace theorem. Our method does not require an
approximation argument as in [BH]. We give a complete proof and have
no further need to refer to [AADM].
At the end of this paper we discuss some weakening of the hypotheses of
the theorem without changing the conclusions (a) and (b).
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We mention that around the same time and independently, A. Gheondea
[Gh] proved a theorem very similar to Theorem 1.1. We thank him for
drawing our attention to the paper [TV] by S. Treil and A. Volberg.
We assume familiarity with operator theory in Pontryagin and Kre@$ n
spaces and the results in the books [AI, B, IKL] and the paper [DR].
We dedicate this paper to Prof. Heinz Langer, whose work in operator
theory, in particular in spaces with an indefinite metric, has been very
influential and stimulating. The third author expresses his gratitude to
Heinz Langer for many years of friendship, cooperation, and generously
sharing inspiring ideas.
2. AN INVARIANT SUBSPACE THEOREM
In this section (H, ( } , } ) H) is a Hilbert space, G # L(H) is a selfadjoint
operator in H, L is a subspace of H, and V is an operator in L(H). We
assume that
(1) L is G-nonnegative, that is, for all x # L, (Gx, x) H0,
(2) V is G-expansive, that is, V*GVG, and
(3) the space H and the operator G can be decomposed as
H=H+ H& and
G=\G+0
0
&G&+ : \
H+
H&+ \
H+
H&+ ,
respectively, where H\ are subspaces of H, G\ # L(H\) are nonnegative
operators and 0 # \(G&). The matrix representation of V with respect to
the decomposition of H will be written as
V=\V11 V12V21 V22+ : \
H+
H&+ \
H+
H&+ .
Theorem 2.1. Assume additionally that G 12+ V12 # L(H&, H+) is com-
pact and that VL=L. Then there exists a V-invariant maximal
G-nonnegative subspace L of H with LL .
The theorem was already mentioned in [AADM, Remark 2.2]. In the
sequel we only use the case where L=[0]. That case is also considered in
[TV]. In the present formulation Theorem 2.1 is a slight generalization of
I. S. Iokhvidov’s theorem in [I]. Our proof, which seems to be simpler
than the one in [TV], is based on the following fixed point theorem of
Glicksberg [G]. Let S be a convex subset of a linear topological space,
denote by Pc(S) the collection of all nonempty convex subsets of S, and let
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8 be a mapping from S to Pc(S). Then 8 is called closed if the convergence
of nets xn # S and yn # 8(xn) to x and y, say, implies x and y belong to S
and y # 8(x). A point x is called a fixed point of 8 if x # S and x # 8(x).
Theorem 2.2. A closed mapping 8 : S  Pc(S), where S is a compact
convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff linear topological space, has a
fixed point.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We denote by P+ the orthogonal projection in
H onto H+. For each G-nonnegative subspace L in H there exists a
contraction K : H+  H& with dom K=ran(G 12+ P+ | L) such that
L=[(I+G&12& KG
12
+ )x | x # P+L]. (2.1)
The operator K, called the angular operator, is uniquely associated with L
and will be denoted by KL . Since G& # L(H&) is boundedly invertible, L
is maximal G-nonnegative if and only if P+ L=H+ , that is,
L=[(I+G&12& KG
12
+ )x |x # H+]. (2.2)
The proof is the same as the proof of [AI, Chap. I, Proposition 8.18].
There it is assumed that (in our notation) G+ is injective and G&=I, but
that is not essential. We denote by M+ the collection of all maximal
G-nonnegative subspaces of H and for a G-nonnegative subspace L of H
we set
M+(L)=[L # M+ | LL ].
Assume L is a G-nonnegative subspace such that VL=L. Then for every
N # M+(L), there exists an M # M+(L) such that VNM: simply
extend the G-nonnegative subspace VN to a maximal G-nonnegative sub-
space; M need not be unique. Using the angular operator notation we have
obtained a set valued mapping
8 : KN [ [KM | M # M+(L), VNM]
defined on the set dom 8=[KN | N # M+(L)]. This mapping satisfies
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. The convex Hausdorff linear topological
space we consider here is the space L(H+ , H&) equipped with the weak
topology. The set
S=dom 8=[K # L(H+ , H&) | &K&1, K extends KL]
is convex and also weakly compact since it is a closed subset of the unit
ball in L(H+ , H&), which is weakly compact. Evidently, for each
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K # dom 8, 8(K) is a convex set. It remains to show that 8(K) is closed,
that is, in terms of nets,
Kn ( K, K$n # 8(Kn), K$n ( K$ imply K$ # 8(K).
If N and M are maximal G-nonnegative subspaces then VNM if and
only if
V21+V22 G&12& KN G
12
+ =G
&12
& KM G
12
+ (V11+V12 G
&12
& KN G
12
+ ). (2.3)
By assumption, this equality holds for Kn instead of KN and K$n instead
of KM . Taking limits we see that (2.3) also holds for K and K$ instead of
KN and KM , respectively. Here we use the compactness of the operator
G12+ V12 , which implies the weak convergence of G
&12
& K$n G
12
+ V12 G
&12
& Kn G
12
+ .
It follows that K$ # 8(K). Thus, by Theorem 2.2, there exists an L # M+(L)
with KL # 8(KL ), that is, L has the desired properties. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We first prove (b). Assume that (E, A ) belongs to LIF}(A). Then A
is an extension of the contraction P2A P1 | E & H1 . The inequality
dim (H1  (E & H1))codim E=} readily implies h&(I&A*A)}.
To prove (a), assume that h&(I&A*A)=}. The existence of a
W1invariant subspace E of G1 follows from Theorem 2.1: Set A$=AP1 #
L(G1 , H2) and G$=I&A$*A$ # L(G1). Then G$=(I&A*A)P1+(I&P1)
and, since G1H1 is a Hilbert space, h&(G$)=h&(I&A*A)=}. From
A$W1=AP1 W1=AT1 P1=T2AP1=T2 A$ (3.1)
it follows that
W 1*G$W1&G$=W1*(I&A$*A$)W1&(I&A$*A$)
=A$*A$&W1*A$*A$W1
=A$*A$&A$*T 2*T2 A$
=A$*(I&T 2*T2)A$0.
If J1 is a fundamental symmetry on H1 , then J=diag(J1 , IG1H1) is a
fundamental symmetry on G1 and the operators G=JG$ and V=W1 on
the Hilbert space H=|G1 | , that is, the space G1 equipped with the inner
product ( } , } )1=[J } , } ]G1 , satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. For
example, the compactness condition follows from the finite dimensionality
of H& : dim H&=h&(G)=h&(G$)=}. Hence there exists a W1-invariant,
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maximal G-nonnegative subspace E. The latter property of E implies that
codim E=dim H&=} and that A$=AP1 is a contraction on E: we have
for h # E,
[A$h, A$h]H2=[(I&G$)h, h]G1=((J&G)h, h)1(Jh, h)1=[h, h]G1 .
This proves part (i).
To show (ii), assume that E is a subspace with the properties mentioned
in (i). It is easy to see that
LIF} (AP1 , W1 , T2 , W1 , W2)LIF} (A, T1 , T2 , W1 , W2). (3.2)
To prove that the set on the lefthand side is not empty, it suffices to show
that if B denotes the contraction B=AP1 | E # L(E, H2), there exists a
contraction B # L(E, G2) such that
B W1 | E=W2 B , P2 B =B. (3.3)
We consider the direct sum K=( G1G2) and provide it with the indefinite
inner product
_\xy+ , \
u
v+&=[x, u]G1&[v, y]G2 , x, u # G1 , y, v # G2 . (3.4)
Then K is a Kre@$ n space. We define the subspace M of K by
M={\ xBx+y+ } x # E, y # G2 H2==1B\
[0]
G2H2+ ,
where 1B is the graph of the operator B:
1B={\ xBx+ } x # E= ,
and we denote by W : K  K the isometry
W=\W10
0
W2+ : \
G1
G2+ \
G1
G2+ .
Then M is W-invariant: if we write
W2=\ T2W21
0
W22+ : \
H2
G2 H2+ \
H2
G2H2+ ,
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then, on account of (3.1), for all x # E and y # G2H2 ,
W \ xBx+ y+=\
W1 x
T2 Bx+(W21 Bx+W22 y)+
=\ W1 xBW1 x+(W21 Bx+W22 y)+ # M.
It follows that if L is a maximal nonnegative subspace of M then WL is
a nonnegative subspace of M also. We claim that L is a maximal non-
negative subspace of M if and only if there exists an operator
S=S L : E  G2H2 such that B+S : E  G2 is a contraction and
L={\ xBx+Sx+ } x # E==1B+S . (3.5)
We postpone the proof of the claim and first continue with the proof of the
theorem. Assume that L is a maximal nonnegative subspace of M with
corresponding operator S. Let Ji be fundamental symmetries in Hi , i=1, 2,
and let J$=PE J | E=PE diag(J1, IG1H1) | E , where PE is the orthogonal
projection in |G1 | onto E. Then B+S is a contraction if and only if
S+SJ$&B+J2 B. (3.6)
Here + denotes the adjoint of the operators acting on the Hilbert spaces
|E|=(E, [J$ } , } ]G1), |H2 |=(H2 , [J2 } , } ] H2) and G2 H2 . The inequality
(3.6) holds if and only if there is a contraction K=KL : |E|  G2 H2 such
that
S=KR, R=(J$&B+J2B)12. (3.7)
By Zorn’s lemma, there is a maximal nonnegative subspace L of M con-
taining WL with corresponding operator SL , in accordance with the claim.
The inclusion WLL holds if and only if SL W1=W21 B+W22 SL , or
equivalently,
KL RW1&W22 KL R&W21 B=0. (3.8)
The mapping
8 : KL [ [KL |WLL ]
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2. Hence there is a maximal nonnegative
subspace L of M with WL L . Then (B+SL )W1=W2(B+SL ). It is
readily verified that B =B+SL has the desired properties (3.3).
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Using (3.8) we see that if E is fixed then the set
[A | (E, A ) # LIF} (A, T1 , T2 , W1 , W2)]
is convex.
It remains to prove the claim concerning formula (3.5). Assume L is a
nonnegative subspace of M. Then, since G2H2 is a uniformly negative
subspace of K,
L & \ [0]G2H2+=[0],
and so there is a linear manifold E$ in E and an operator S : E$  G2 H2
such that B+S is contractive on E$ and
L={\ xBx+Sx+ } x # E$= .
If E$=E then L is maximal nonnegative. If L is maximal nonnegative,
then the isotropic part 1 0B of 1B is contained in L, and
L=1 0B+L1 ,
where L1 is a maximal nonnegative subspace of
=1 1B{\ [0]G2 H2+ } x # E$= .
Here 1 1B is the nondegenerate part of 1B : 1B=1
0
B+1
1
B . Now we apply
[AI, Chapter 1, Proposition 8.18] to conclude that E$=E. K
An analysis of the proof of Theorem 1.1 yields that the theorem remains
true and the proof remains the same if:
(1) The spaces Hi are Hilbert spaces equipped with an indefinite
metric [ } , } ]Hi ; it is not necessary that the spaces (Hi , [ } , } ]Hi) are Kre@$ n
spaces, i=1, 2. By applying notions like W-spaces and angular operators,
the main result can be formulated in a more general context than Kre@$ n
spaces and can be proved without using Kre@$ n space techniques.
(2) The operators Ti # L(Hi) have dilations of the form
Wi=\TiV
0
V+ : \
Hi
Gi Hi+ \
Hi
Gi Hi+ ,
Gi Hi are Hilbert subspaces of Gi=Hi (Gi Hi), i=1, 2, W1 is a non-
contractive operator, and W2 is a nonexpansive operator. Here we follow
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[TV]. We did not check the possibility that W2 is a nonexpansive operator
and G2 H2 is an anti-Hilbert space. In that case one should change the
minus sign in (3.4) into a plus sign. One of the main ideas that makes our
proof of Theorem 1.1 work is that the operator W is noncontractive.
(3) A # L(H1 , H2) is such that the indefinite form [x, y]H1&
[Ax, Ay] H2 has } negative squares. Indeed, we have used the assumption
that Hi are Kre@$ n spaces only to make use of the notion of the adjoint A*
of A.
The proof could have been organized into three steps as follows.
Step (i). Assume that T1 is an isometry, W1=T1 (and hence G1=H1)
and h&(I&A*A)=0, that is, A is a contraction. Then prove Theorem
1.1(a) for this particular case. A proof can be given along the lines of the
proof given above, but it is considerably simpler as E=G1 and }=0.
Step (ii). Assume that T1 is an isometry, W1=T1 (and hence G1=H1)
and h&(I&A*A)=}. Then, on account of Theorem 2.1, there exists an
invariant subspace E. To prove Theorem 1.1(a) for this case we may apply
Step (i) with T1=W1 | E instead of T1 and A | E instead of A. Note that the
space E satisfies the condition (1) above.
Step (iii). To prove Theorem 1.1(a) we can use (3.2) to reduce the
general situation to Step (ii).
From (3.5) it follows that there is a onetoone correspondence between
the set of maximal nonnegative subspaces L of M and the set of operators
S : E  G2 H2 such that B+S is a contraction, and from (3.7) it follows
that there is a onetoone correspondence between the set of these operators
S and the set of contractions K : ran (J$&B+J2B)/|E|  G2 H2 .
Theorem 2.1 can be used to prove Theorem 1.1 in the case where
h&(I&A*A)= and the space H1 can be decomposed as H1=
H1+H1&, where H1\ are subspaces of H1 , and the operator G1=
J1(I&A*A) has the matrix representation
G1=\G1+0
0
&G1&+ : \
H1+
H1&+ \
H1+
H1&+ ,
such that G1\ # L(H1\) are nonnegative operators, 0 # \(G1&), and
G121+ T12 is compact, where T12 appears in the upper right corner of the
representation
T1=\T11 T12T21 T22+ : \
H1+
H1&+ \
H1+
H1&+ .
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Indeed, in this case G1=H1+H1& (G1 H1) and
G1+ 0 0 H1+ H1+
G=\ 0 &G1& 0+ : \ H1& + \ H1& + .0 0 I G1 H1 G1 H1
Since
T11 T12 0 H1+ H1+
V=W1=\T21 T22 0+ : \ H1& + \ H1& + ,V V V G1 H1 G1 H1
we can apply Theorem 2.1 and get a subspace E which is maximal with
respect to the properties: B=A$ | E is a contraction and BW1 | E=W2 B.
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